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Additive manufacturing (AM) has been the “next big thing” for 
many years now. But beyond the hype, manufacturers are still 
wondering how, exactly, AM might make business sense.  
Of course, different forms of AM offer a few key benefits that still stand out as valuable. 
The best-known, 3D printing, enables material-saving, complexity-reducing geometries 
(see, lightweighting) and significantly lowers the costs and lead times of prototype 
development. But challenges in consistency and process repeatability across 
technologies, costly feedstocks, and obstacles in scale-up often leave small and medium 
sized manufacturers unsure how AM can help them meet major business goals. 

 
Recent advancements in AM technology, however, are beginning to illustrate how companies 
can leverage AM as both an innovation tool and a practical production technology.  
 
Take NASA, for example, who are leveraging the basic principles of AM to integrate 
functional characteristics into new products right from the first process step. In developing 
a new flexible “fabric”-like material, NASA recognized that because 3D printing builds 
products in layers, changing the design features of different layers can create different 
material properties at different points on the product. By designing product layers with 
specific characteristics, then, they were able to create a flexible material that reflects both 
heat and light on one side, but absorbs heat and light on the other. This strategy enables 
NASA to effectively print function—and thus functional value—rather than printing a 
product and integrating function through additional components or processes. 

 
This example illustrates that AM allows manufacturers to control product characteristics in new 
ways—beyond just geometry—to create products where functional value is inherent. Not only 
does this consolidate the value-creation process, but it also reduces the cost of designing, 
integrating, and testing functions in later manufacturing steps. The result is the ability to 
streamline the production of function while enabling properties simply not possible with other 
technologies—thus opening up new markets.  
 
For those who aren’t on the cutting edge of new product development, AM might sound 
interesting, but risks and rewards can be uncertain. Indeed, the practicality of and business 
case for adoption is still limited by some technology shortfalls. Material performance, 
tolerance, and precision are known challenges, but progress is rapidly being made. 
 
Markforged, an innovative 3D printer provider, uses a carbon fiber composite material to 
create parts 20% stronger and 40% stiffer than traditional ABS plastic. That kind of 
performance means it’s more feasible than ever to use 3D printing for production parts. In 
some applications, carbon fiber reinforced printed products show strength-to-weight ratios 
on par with machined aluminum, but can be made in less time and at much lower cost. 

The company’s flagship machine even has laser inspection built in, ensuring finish and 
tolerance are up to standard before a part ever leaves the machine. With that kind of ability, 
and machines under $50,000, both the use case and the business case for AM look much 
more practical for the everyday manufacturer. 

These examples fill a critical gap in the AM hype curve between inflated expectations and 
practical applications in real production environments. This kind of material innovation not just 
in what comes out of AM, but also what goes into the process, means that these advanced 
technologies can have a realistic role in helping manufacturers reach business goals, no 
matter what they are. Whether striving to develop new products or simply improve current 
products, innovative AM techniques—from 3D printing to additive material repair—can be a 
path to new opportunity.  
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